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According to a June 2020 poll,
76% of British Chinese had
received racial slurs at least
once, and 50% regularly
received racial slurs, a
significantly higher frequency
than experienced by any other
racial minority.

Source: YouGov. June 2020.



Source: Instagram @ualtruth

@ualtruth
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McGuire Matrix (1989)

`Exposure / Presentation

Attention / Awareness

Comprehension / Understanding

Acceptance

Retention

Action



Central

Peripheral Anti-Racist
Communication
Strategy

High Level of Elaboration
High Motivation and ability to scrutimise and engage
with the message 

Low Level of Elaboration
Low Motivation and ability to scrutimise and engage
with the message 

Based on Elaboration Likelihood Model

(L. F. Holt, 2017)



Campaign Messengers

Lainy Malkany
Senior Lecturer at LCC

Lab Ky Mo
Senior Lecturer at LCC

Dr Yi Chen
Senior Lecturer at LCC

Rok Hwang
UAL Alumni (Fashion)

Daryl Ho 
UAL Alumni (PR)

Alexa Chung
Supermodel 

Student bodies
Student Representatives
Student Union
Industry related media sources
Staff across ual

(Hovland & Weiss, 1951) 



Tactic

Reasoning 
Central Route
Communication:
Social Media
Usage

Aim to raise awareness for the Asian Heritage Month
through social media platforms across all UAL
campuses.

(Yu-Ting Chang, Hueiju Yu, Hsi-Peng Lu, 2015)

Official UAL account holds a certain level of authority 
Individuals already following the pages will have a
higher affinity to engage with the message.

#StopAsianHateUAL



Tactic

Reasoning Central Route
Communication:
Discussion 

Guest Lectures and discussion panels aimed at
addressing the individuals experiences in their
respective industries as people of BAME descent 

For individuals that wish to engage with the issue
further and be able to scrutinise the contents passed
simply interacting with social media posts. 

POCBAME

STOP
HATE

(L. F. Holt, 2017)



Tactic:

Reasoning: 

Peripheral
communication: 

Encouraging UAL Community to participate in an
annual Creative Contest, asking to submit an
artefact. 

Use of inclusive and positive imagery on
promotional materials for the campaign

Theme: Stop Asian Hate
Monetary prises for submissions and best selected
elements.

Contest submissions to be shown across all UAL
campuses in a community showcased, launched as
the last element of Asian Heritage month.

Positive cues have the increased likelihood of long
term attitudinal change

Posters

Films

Poems
Music

(Getty & Cacioppo, 1986)



#WeAreInThisTogether
Inclusive Creativity Starts at UAL

Submit a creative project:Submit a creative project:Submit a creative project:
   Win great prizesWin great prizesWin great prizes
 Exhibit your work across all campuses Exhibit your work across all campuses Exhibit your work across all campuses
 Influence a change Influence a change Influence a change

Theme ' how to say stop asian hate crimeTheme ' how to say stop asian hate crimeTheme ' how to say stop asian hate crime
without saying stop asian hate crime'without saying stop asian hate crime'without saying stop asian hate crime'   



We are all
creatives

We are all
here to learn

We are all
here to create

Creative Contest 2022

Creative Contest 2022

Creative Contest 2022



Cognitive
Dissonance
Theory

Reasoning 

Tactics

 Written activity on "how we can help reduce

Asian hate on campus" 

 Further curricular change to encourage equality,

diversity and inclusion.

1.

2.

Cognitive Dissonance = psychological

discomfort arising from holding two or more

inconsistent attitudes, behaviors, or cognitions

(thoughts, beliefs, or opinions) 

(Festinger, 1957).



Cognitive
Dissonance
Theory

Reasoning

People are motivated to take steps to reduce

dissonance, including changing their attitude in

response to a persuasive message 
(Perloff, 2017).

 

Studies have shown that prejudice may be

reduced through the arousal of dissonance

(Heitland & Bohner, 2010). 



Narrative 
 persuasion
theory

''Humans adore stories (Fisher, 1984)''

''The public desires to hear the story created and presented by
organizations (Seeger & Sellnow, 2016)''

''Storytelling is an important trend in current public relations research,
theory, and practice (Coombs & Holladay, 2018)'' 

''Humans are natural storytellers, and people enjoy stories to help
understand the world (Fisher, 1984).''

“Stories that resonate with people are difficult to argue with” (Kent, 2015) 

Narrative persuasion can be briefly defined as the impact
of narratives on the attitudes, beliefs and behaviors of
individuals exposed to them.

(Green and Brock, 2000; Moyer-Gusé and Dale, 2017)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0363811120300102#bib0105
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0363811120300102#bib0220
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0363811120300102#bib0085
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0363811120300102#bib0105
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0363811120300102#bib0165


ELABORATION LIKELIHOOD MODEL

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

CENTRAL PERIPHERAL
Through Asian Heritage Month Through peripheral cues & Messengers

COGNITIVE DISSONANCE

NARRATIVE
PERSUASION

Through direct participation
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